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Guard Is Changing, but a Sport’s Warden Remains the Same 

MESA, Ariz. — Lane 8 was where the future and the past of American men’s swimming converged Friday at a USA 
Swimming Grand Prix meet at Skyline Aquatic Center. In the three seeded preliminary heats of the men’s 50-meter 
freestyle, 17-year-old Justin Lynch gave way to the 22-time Olympic medalist Michael Phelps, who gave way to 15-year-
old Michael Andrew. Lynch and Andrew were the type of swimmers Phelps had in mind when, on the eve of his final 
swim of the 2012 Olympics, he said: “The sport is going to be fun to watch. I’m excited to see it from the outside more 
than anything, what these young people are going to do to continue to change the sport.”  
 
 

 
 

Michael Phelps at the start of the 50-meter freestyle, an  

Event  well off his competitive radar. He chose to swim the  

butterfly in the race. 
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INTRODUCTION: Michael Phelps is back competing in swimming.  He is able to leap horizontally 12 ft from 4 ft vertically.  

As with all projectiles Michael’s horizontal component of velocity is constant, but his vertical component of velocity 
increases as any freely falling object. 
 

QUESTIONS: (a) Find his initial velocity VH = ?  (b) Find the time it takes him to leap into the water? (c) Find the 
angle Ө (relative to horizontal) he enters water? (d) Find the vertical velocity Vv = ?  at which he enters the 
water? (e) Find his Velocity V (in ft/s & mph) at which he enters the water? (f) EXTRA CREDIT: Find the velocity 
he enters water using Energy conservation concepts….W = ΔK + ΔU where W = 0 since we consider friction 
effects = 0. 
 
HINTS:  The best way to solve for time and velocity is to break your solution into two parts: vertical and 
horizontal. Horizontally there is no change in velocity, but vertically we have acceleration due to gravity and 
vertical component of velocity is increasing. X = Vave. t ,    Y = Vovt + 1/2at2 ,    Vv = Vov + at ,     tan.Ө = 
opposite/adjacent , for a right triangle…. C2 = A2 + B2  ,  kinetic energy K = ½ m V2 , gravitational potential 
energy U = mgh . 
 

ANSWERS: (a) VH = 24 ft./s   , (b)  t = 0.5 s  , (c) Ө = ~ 33.7o  below horizontal , (d) Vv = 16 ft./s  ,  (e) 28.84 ft./s  or 
19.7 mph , (f)  28.84 ft./s  or 19.7 mph. 
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